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Abstract
The neighborhood degree list (NDL) is a graph invariant that refines information given by the degree
sequence and joint degree matrix of a graph and is useful in distinguishing graphs having the same degree
sequence. We show that the space of realizations of an NDL is connected via a switching operation. We
then determine the NDLs that have a unique realization by a labeled graph; the characterization ties
these NDLs and their realizations to the threshold graphs and difference graphs.
1 Introduction
Though the degree sequence of a graph is one of the simplest possible invariants of a graph, it has attracted
considerable interest and yielded beautiful results. Several different tests are known for determining if a list
of integers is a degree sequence, and many authors have written about the properties that the graphs having
a given degree sequence (the realizations of the sequence) can or must have.
In particular, several authors have asked or answered questions concerning the uniqueness of realizations.
In the case of strict uniqueness, where there is only one possible realization of a degree sequence once
degrees are prescribed for labeled vertices, the degree sequences involved are the threshold sequences; their
realizations are called threshold graphs (see the monograph [20] for a survey). A more relaxed question of
uniqueness requires that there only be one realization of the degree sequence up to isomorphism (the degree
sequence (1, 1, 1, 1), for instance, has three distinct realizations but only one up to isomorphism). Degree
sequences with realizations from a unique isomorphism class are called unigraphic, and their realizations are
unigraphs. For a discussion of unigraphs and a good bibliography, see [26]. (When questions of uniqueness
are addressed in later sections of this paper, our understanding of uniqueness will be in the former sense,
where isomorphism classes are ignored and graphs with distinct edge sets are considered to be distinct.)
The degree sequence is not the only descriptive parameter based on the degrees of vertices. In [22],
Patrinos and Hakimi considered integer-pair sequences, collections of unordered pairs of integers produced by
recording the degrees of the two endpoints of each edge in a graph (or pseudograph, multigraph, etc.). They
determined which sequences of integer pairs can be realized by a graph, pseudograph, or multigraph, and
later Das [6] characterized the integer-pair sequences that correspond to a single graph (up to isomorphism).
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Figure 1: A graphical depiction of ((2, 2, 1), (3, 2), (3, 2), (2, 2), (3)).
More recently, authors have studied a reformulation of integer-pair sequences known as the joint degree
matrix, where multiplicities of integer pairs are recorded in matrix form [1, 5, 25].
The integer-pair sequence and joint degree matrix yield more information about a graph than a degree
sequence does, and in this paper we introduce a new degree-related parameter, the neighborhood degree list
(NDL), that yields still more. The neighborhood degree list of a graph G is a list
τ(G) = ((τ11 , . . . , τ
1
d1), . . . , (τ
n
1 , . . . , τ
n
dn))
whose elements are lists of the degrees in G of the neighbors of a given vertex. For example, if G is the graph
obtained by attaching a pendant vertex to a chordless 4-cycle, then τ(G) = ((2, 2, 1), (3, 2), (3, 2), (2, 2), (3)).
Notice how the degree sequence (3, 2, 2, 2, 1) of G is apparent from the lengths of the elements of τ(G) (we
call these elements the component lists). The order of the main list, together with the order of integers
within component lists, is usually of little consequence, though for convenience we will order the integers
within a component list from largest to smallest and will list the component lists in descending order of
length.
We can represent an NDL graphically by placing the integers it contains into the Young diagram of its
degree sequence in much the same way Young tableaux are represented, with the terms of one component
list per row. For example, we depict the NDL ((2, 2, 1), (3, 2), (3, 2), (2, 2), (3)) from above by the diagram
in Figure 1. Note that our orderings of numbers within rows and columns of the diagram does not follow
typical monotonicity rules for Young tableaux.
Besides providing more information than the degree sequence and the integer-pair sequence or joint degree
matrix, our motivation for studying neighborhood degree lists comes from a few contexts. In situations where
it becomes necessary to distinguish between nonisomorphic graphs having the same degree sequence, it may
be possible to do so by consulting their NDLs. The first author used NDLs in this way in a proof in [2] (see
Theorem 2.3 therein).
We find another application in graph reconstruction, which we now describe. The well known Graph
Reconstruction Conjecture, attributed to Kelly [17, 18] and Ulam [27], states that every n-vertex graph
(where n ≥ 3) is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by the multiset of its induced subgraphs of order
n − 1. These subgraphs are called the cards of the graph, and the collection of cards is called the deck.
Given the deck of an unknown graph G, a standard counting argument yields the degree sequence of G:
first, sum the numbers of edges in each of the cards; denote the result by s. The graph G then contains
exactly s/(n − 2) edges, since each edge appears in all but two of the cards. Given any card of G, we can
then subtract the number of edges in the card from the number s/(n − 2) to determine the degree of the
missing vertex. Doing this for each card in turn yields the degree sequence of G.
However, the degree sequence is not all we can determine in this way. By comparing the degree sequence
of the card and the degree of the missing vertex to the degree sequence of the graph G, it is possible to
determine the degrees in G of the vertices to which the missing vertex is adjacent. Thus our counting
argument yields not only the degree sequence but also the neighborhood degree list of G. (It also shows that
the Reconstruction Conjecture is true for graphs that are uniquely determined, up to isomorphism, by their
NDLs.)
In this paper we initiate a study of the NDL of a graph. In Section 2 we characterize the NDLs of simple
graphs and describe how to construct the realizations of one. In Section 3 we present an edge-switching
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Figure 2: Computing Dk and Dk,` from a tableau.
operation for transforming one realization of an NDL into any other realization of the same NDL. Finally, in
Section 4, we determine the NDL analogues of threshold sequences and graphs by determining which NDLs
have unique realizations by labeled graphs, and which graphs these are.
Throughout the paper, we use V (G) to denote the vertex set of a graph G. We denote the degree sequence
of G by deg(G), and the degree in G of a vertex v by degG(v) or by deg(v), if G is understood from the
context.
2 Feasible tableaux
In this section we characterize those lists of lists of integers that are neighborhood degree lists of simple
graphs. We say that a tableau is a list
T = ((τ11 , . . . , τ
1
d1), . . . , (τ
n
1 , . . . , τ
n
dn)) (1)
of n lists of nonnegative integers, where the lengths d1, . . . , dn of the component lists are in descending order,
as are the terms τ i1, . . . , τ
i
di
in each component list. A tableau is feasible if each integer appearing in the
tableau is equal to one of the terms di.
We now define some notation that will be used throughout the paper. Let the tableau T in (1) be a
feasible tableau, and let d = (d1, . . . , dn). For any integer k appearing in d, let Vk denote the subset of
{1, . . . , n} containing elements i for which di = k.
For each i ∈ Vk and integer ` appearing in d, let µ`i denote the number of times the term ` appears in
the tableau component list (τ i1, . . . , τ
i
k).
For each integer k appearing in d, let Dk be the list consisting of the terms µki for all i ∈ Vk; while order
of terms in Dk will largely be unimportant, we may stipulate that the terms µki be arranged in increasing
order of i. For distinct integers k and ` both appearing in d, with k > `, let Dk,` be the bipartitioned list in
which the first part contains the terms µ`i for all i ∈ Vk, and the second part contains the terms µki for all
i ∈ V`; terms in both parts may be assumed to be arranged in increasing order of i.
As an example, in the tableau ((2, 2, 1), (3, 2), (3, 2), (2, 2), (3)) illustrated in the previous section, we
may write D1 = (0) and D2 = (1, 1, 2) and D3 = (0); also D2,1 = (0, 0, 0; 0) and D3,1 = (1; 1) and
D3,2 = (2; 1, 1, 0). As shown in Figure 2, in a graphical representation of the tableau, computing Dk
corresponds to counting those boxes containing a k in rows of length k while Dk,` consists of first counting
boxes containing an ` in rows of length k followed by counting boxes containing a k in rows of length `.
We can now give our characterization of neighborhood degree lists. A bipartitioned graph is a bipartite
graph with a fixed partition of its vertex set into partite sets; we indicate the partition in the degree sequence
of a bipartitioned graph by listing the degrees of all vertices in one partite set before beginning the other
partite set, separating the two parts’ degrees with a semicolon.
Theorem 2.1. Let T = ((τ11 , . . . , τ
1
d1
), . . . , (τn1 , . . . , τ
n
dn
)) be a feasible tableau. The tableau T is the NDL of
a simple graph if and only if both the following hold:
(a) for each distinct term k in d, the list Dk is the degree sequence of a simple graph;
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(b) for each pair k, ` of distinct values appearing in d, the list Dk,` is the degree sequence of a bipartitioned
graph.
Proof. Suppose first that both conditions (a) and (b) hold for T . Let V be the vertex set {1, . . . , n}, and for
each integer k appearing in d, let Gk be graph with vertex set V in which all vertices in V − Vk have degree
0 and the induced subgraph with vertex set Vk is a realization of D
k in which each vertex i ∈ Vk has degree
µki .
Likewise, for each pair k, ` of distinct integers appearing in d, with k > `, let Gk,` be a graph with vertex
set V in which all vertices in V − Vk − V` have degree 0 and the induced subgraph with vertex set Vk ∪ V` is
a realization of Dk,` by a bipartite graph with partite sets Vk and V`, where each vertex i ∈ Vk has degree
µ`i and each vertex j ∈ V` has degree µkj .
We may construct a graph G whose NDL is T by taking letting G be the graph with vertex set {1, . . . , n}
and edge set formed from the union of the edge sets of all graphs Gk and Gk,` for allowed values of k, `
from d. It is a simple matter to verify that each vertex has a neighborhood degree list that matches the
corresponding component list in the tableau T .
Conversely, suppose T is the neighborhood degree list of a simple graph G with degree sequence d =
(d1, . . . , dn). With all notation as above, we may assume that the vertex set of G is V = {1, . . . , n} and that
for all i ∈ V vertex i has degree di in G. Note that for each integer k appearing in d the set Vk then consists
of the vertices of G having degree k, and each induced subgraph G[Vk] has degree sequence D
k. Furthermore,
for any distinct integers k, ` appearing in d, the edges of G joining vertices of degree k to vertices of degree
` form the edge set of a bipartite graph on V having degree sequence Dk,` in which the sets Vk and V` are
independent sets. Thus Dk and Dk,` are graphic as claimed for all allowed k, `.
A number of criteria are known for testing conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem 2.1. For part (a), Section
3.1 of the book [20] gives nine equivalent criteria for testing whether a list of nonnegative integers is a degree
sequence. We mention here two such criteria. The first is the well known result due to Erdo˝s and Gallai [7]
(with a simplification due to Hammer, Ibaraki, and Simeone [11, 12]).
Theorem 2.2 ([7, 11, 12]). If d = (d1, . . . , dn) is a list of nonnegative integers, listed in nonincreasing order,
with an even sum, and m(d) = max{i : di ≥ i − 1}, then d is the degree sequence of a simple graph if and
only if
k∑
i=1
di ≤ k(k − 1) +
n∑
i=k+1
min{k, di}
for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(d)}.
Our second test of (a) was observed by Merris [21] and brings the graphical nature of Young diagrams
into play. Given the Young diagram of a partition pi of a positive integer, let A(pi) be the shape comprised
of the boxes in the diagram whose column index is at least as large as the row index; that is, A(pi) consists
of all boxes lying on or to the right of the main diagonal. Let B(pi) be the shape comprised of the remaining
boxes in the Young diagram, those lying strictly below the main diagonal. Let α(pi) be the partition whose
parts are the lengths of the rows of A(pi), and let β(pi) be the partition whose parts are the lengths of the
columns of B(pi). Taking pi to be the sequence (3, 2, 2, 2, 1) from our earlier examples, we have α(pi) = (3, 1)
and β(pi) = (4, 2), as illustrated in Figure 3.
Theorem 2.3 ([21]). Let pi be a list of nonnegative integers in nonincreasing order that has an even sum.
The list pi is graphic if and only if α(pi) and β(pi) satisfy
∑k
i=1 βi ≥
∑k
i=1 αi for all positive k up through
the shorter of the lengths of α and β, and
∑
i βi =
∑
i αi.
For testing part (b) of Theorem 2.1, we may use a criterion due to Gale [9] and Ryser [24].
Theorem 2.4 ([9, 24]). Let pi = (pi1, . . . , pip) and y = (ρ1, . . . , ρq) be lists of nonnegative integers such that
the terms of pi are indexed in nonincreasing order. There is a bipartite simple graph H such that pi and ρ
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Figure 3: The Young diagram for (3, 2, 2, 2, 1) where the boxes of A(pi) are shaded.
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Figure 4: Two realizations of (2, 2, 1, 1), along with a 2-switch between them.
are the lists of the degrees of vertices in the respective partite sets of H if and only if
∑
i pii =
∑
i ρi and for
each k such that 1 ≤ k ≤ p,
k∑
i=1
pii ≤
∑
i
min{k, ρi}.
3 N-switches
A key operation on realizations of graph degree sequences is the 2-switch (also referred to as a swap or
transfer), which we now define. An alternating 4-cycle in a graph is a configuration consisting of four
vertices a, b, c, d such that ac and bd are edges and ad and bc are not edges in the graph. A 2-switch on this
alternating 4-cycle is the operation of deleting edges ac and bd from the graph and adding edges ad and bc;
we denote this 2-switch by {ac, bd} ⇒ {ad, bc}. For example, in Figure 4 we see an alternating 4-cycle in
the graph on the left (dotted lines denote the non-adjacencies of the alternating 4-cycle), and in the graph
on the right we see the graph resulting after a 2-switch is performed.
Note that the two graphs illustrated in Figure 4 are both realizations of (2, 2, 1, 1). In general, a 2-switch
preserves the degree sequence of the graph it is performed on, and in fact the following is true.
Theorem 3.1 ([8]; see also [23]). In two graphs G and H with the same vertex set, every vertex has the
same degree in both G and H if and only if G may be transformed into H via a sequence of 2-switches.
Observe that an arbitrary 2-switch performed on a graph G may result in a graph having a different
neighborhood degree list than that of G. For example, if in Figure 4 an additional vertex e was made
adjacent to vertices b and d in both graphs, the two graphs would both have degree sequence (3, 2, 2, 2, 1),
but the one on the left would have NDL ((2, 2, 2), (3, 2), (3, 2), (3, 1), (2)) while the one on the right would
have the NDL ((2, 2, 1), (3, 2), (3, 2), (2, 2), (3)) referred to earlier. The joint degree matrices of these two
graphs would also differ (notice that the first graph has no edge between vertices with degrees 1 and 3,
respectively, while the latter does). In studying graphs with a common joint degree matrix, both Stanton
and Pinar [25] and Czabarka et al. [5] addressed what the latter paper called a restricted swap operation,
which amounts to a 2-switch {ac, bd} ⇒ {ad, bc} for which a and b have the same degree. The paper [5]
completes the proof that two graphs have the same joint degree matrix if and only if they may be transformed
into each other via finite sequences of restricted swap operations.
In the remainder of this section we present an analoguous switching operation for dealing with neighbor-
hood degree lists. Define an N-switch to be a 2-switch {ac, bd} ⇒ {ad, bc} such that deg(a) = deg(b) and
deg(c) = deg(d). We now describe N-switch analogues of the previous 2-switch results.
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In the following, let NDL(G) denote the neighborhood degree list of a graph G, and for any vertex v of
G, let NDLG(v) (or NDL(v), if G is clear from the context) denote the list of degrees that the neighbors of
v have in G (typically ordered from largest to smallest).
First, observe that any N-switch on G leaves NDL(v) unchanged for each vertex v of G. Indeed, an N-
switch is a 2-switch, so the degree of each vertex in G remains the same during the operation. Furthermore,
the only vertices of G whose neighborhoods are changed by an N-switch are a, b, c, d, and for each of these
vertices, one neighbor is replaced by another vertex having the same degree.
We now show that two labeled graphs have the same neighborhood degree list if and only if we can
transform one into the other via a finite sequence of N-switches. We achieve this by showing that both
graphs can be transformed by a sequence of N-switches to a “canonical” realization of the neighborhood
degree list; we can then transform the first graph into the canonical realization and then reverse the other
graph’s sequence of N-switches, so as to transform the canonical realization into the second graph. (Note
that the operation of undoing an N-switch is itself an N-switch.)
We preface our definitions and theorem with a result of Kleitman and Wang [19], stated and proved here
in a slightly more general setting.
Lemma 3.2 ([19]). Let G be a graph, let v be an arbitrary vertex of G, and let T be a set of vertices in
G not containing v. Suppose that v has p neighbors in T in the graph G. For any set S of p vertices of
T having the highest degrees in G, there exists a realization G′ of deg(G) in which the neighborhood of v,
restricted to T , is S, and all neighbors of v outside of T are the same as they are in G.
Proof. Given v, T , and S as in the hypothesis, suppose that v is not adjacent to some vertex u of S. Then
v must have some neighbor w that is in T − S. By the definition of S, we know that deg(u) ≥ deg(w), and
since v is a neighbor of w that u does not have, u must have some neighbor x that w is not adjacent to. The
2-switch {ux,wv} ⇒ {uv,wx} leaves v replaces w by u in the neighborhood of v and leaves unchanged all
other adjacency relationships involving v. Repeating the argument with other 2-switches, we may arrive at
a graph in which the neighborhood of v, restricted to T , is S.
Definition 3.1. Given a graph H having vertex set {v1, . . . , vn}, we order the vertices so that vertex vi
precedes vj in the list if and only if either deg(vi) > deg(vj), or deg(vi) = deg(vj) and i < j. Given any
vertex vk of H, the principal neighborhood of vk is the set of deg(vk) vertices that appear first in the ordering
after vk is removed. Note that the principal neighborhood of any vertex vk is uniquely determined, and by
Lemma 3.2 (with T = {v1, . . . , vn}− {vk}), there is a realization of deg(H) in which the neighborhood of vk
is its principal neighborhood.
Given a degree sequence pi = (pi1, . . . , pin), we define the canonical realization R(pi) of pi to be the unique
graph with vertex set V = {v1, . . . , vn} having the property that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the neighborhood
of vi in R(pi)− {v1, . . . , vi−1} is its principal neighborhood in that graph.
Observe that we may transform any realization of pi into R(pi) by iteratively performing 2-switches as in
Lemma 3.2, beginning with v = v1 and T = V − {v1}, then v = v2 and T = V − {v1, v2}, and so on.
We now make the analogous definitions and observations for bipartite graphs and degree sequences.
Definition 3.2. Given a bipartite graph J having partite sets X = {x1, . . . , xp} and Y = {y1, . . . , yq},
suppose that we additionally name the vertices of Y as {w1, . . . , wq} so that given any two vertices wi
and wj , where wi = ys and wj = yt, the vertex wi precedes wj in the reordered list if and only if either
degJ(ys) > degJ(yt), or degJ(ys) = degJ(yt) and s < t. Given any vertex xk of X, the principal neighborhood
of xk is the set {w1, . . . , wdeg(xk)}. As before, the principal neighborhood of any vertex in X is uniquely
determined, and by Lemma 3.2 (with T = Y ), there is a realization of deg(H) in which the neighborhood
of xk is its principal neighborhood. Furthermore, the 2-switches described in the proof of Lemma 3.2, as
performed in the bipartite graph J , are along alternating 4-cycles whose edges and non-edges all contain a
vertex from X and a vertex from Y ; thus the realizations obtained via these 2-switches are all bipartite with
partite sets X and Y .
Given two lists pi = (pi1, . . . , pi`) and ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρn) of integers, where the entries are the degrees of the
vertices in a bipartite graph H with partite sets X = {x1, . . . , x`} and Y = {y1, . . . , ym}, with pii = degH(xi)
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Figure 5: The canonical realization R(pi; ρ) of pi = (2, 1, 1, 3, 1) and ρ = (1, 2, 3, 2).
and ρi = degH(yi) for all i, we define the canonical realization R(pi; ρ) to be the unique bipartite graph
with partite sets X and Y having the property that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , `}, the neighborhood of xi in
R(pi; ρ)− {x1, . . . , xi−1} is its principal neighborhood in that graph. (Note that as vertices are deleted, the
degrees of the remaining vertices may decrease, but the subscript of each vertex never changes.)
Example 3.1. Let pi = (2, 1, 1, 3, 1) and ρ = (1, 2, 3, 2), and consider a vertex set X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}
and Y = {y1, y2, y3, y4}, where the ith term of pi (of ρ, respectively) is equal to the degree of xi (of yi). The
canonical realization H = R(pi; ρ) is shown in Figure 5. Observe that the neighborhood of x1 is {y2, y3},
since y3 has the highest degree (namely, 3) in H and y2 is the lowest-indexed vertex of degree 2. In H − x1,
the neighborhood of x2 is {y3}, since y3 is the lowest-indexed vertex of the highest degree in H − x1. The
neighborhoods of x3, x4, and x5 similarly satisfy the requirements of the definition of R(pi; ρ).
Again, we may transform any bipartitioned realization of (pi; ρ) into R(pi; ρ). We accomplish this by
iteratively performing 2-switches as in Lemma 3.2, letting v equal each of x1, x2, . . . in turn, with T = Y .
Having made these observations, we can now prove our main result.
Theorem 3.3. If G and G′ are any two realizations of the same neighborhood degree list, then there exists
a finite sequence of N-switches which, when applied to G, result in the graph G′.
Proof. Let G and G′ be two graphs with the same vertex set V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} such that NDLG(v) =
NDLG′(v) for all v ∈ V . For each term k in the degree sequence of G, let Vk consist of all vertices of G
having degree k.
Now for each vi ∈ V and each integer j appearing in NDL(vi), let µji denote the number of terms in
NDL(vi) equal to j.
For each k, the induced subgraphs G[Vk] and G
′[Vk] have the same degree sequences, since the degree of vi
in each graph is precisely µki . As we observed above, there exists a sequence of 2-switches we may perform on
G[Vk] to transform the graph into the canonical realization R(deg(G[Vk])). There is also a similar sequence
of 2-switches that transform G′[Vk] into R(deg(G′[Vk])) = R(deg(G[Vk])); reversing this latter sequence of
2-switches and concatenating it to the earlier sequence produces a sequence of 2-switches transforming G[Vk]
into G′[Vk]. Note that the sequence of 2-switches performed on G[Vk] is in fact a sequence of N-switches
performed on G.
Now for each pair k, ` of distinct terms in the degree sequence of G and G′, where k < `, consider
the bipartite subgraphs Hk,` and H
′
k,` of G and G
′ respectively with partite sets Vk and V`, and edge sets
consisting of all edges of G and G′, respectively, that join vertices from Vk to vertices of V`. Note that the
degree of each vertex vi of V appearing in Hk,` is precisely µ
`
i (if vi ∈ Vk) or µki (if vi ∈ V`), so each vertex
has the same degree in Hk,` as in H
′
k,`. Let pi denote the list of the terms µ
i
`, arranged in increasing order
by the superscript i, corresponding to the vertices vi ∈ Vk; let ρ denote the list of terms µki corresponding
to vertices vi ∈ V`, again arranged in increasing order by superscript.
As we observed above, there exists a sequence of 2-switches we may perform on Hk,` that places no edges
within the partite sets Vk and V` and succeeds in transforming Hk,` into the canonical realization R(pi; ρ).
If we append to this sequence the reverse of a sequence of partite-set-preserving 2-switches that change H ′k,`
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into R(pi; ρ), we get a sequence of 2-switches that transform Hk,` into H
′
k,`. Note that this sequence of partite-
set-preserving 2-switches performed on Hk,` corresponds exactly to a sequence of N-switches performed on
G.
Finally, note that none of the N-switches described above, in any of the subgraphs induced on Vk or in
the bipartite subgraph joining Vk and V`, has any effect on any of the other subgraphs involving different
values of k and `. Thus as long as V is finite, we may perform the N-switch sequences described above on
each induced subgraph G[Vk] and each bipartite subgraph Hk,` for all relevant values of k, or of k and `, in
turn, and obtain a sequence of N-switches that transforms G into G′.
4 NDLs with unique labeled realizations
In this section we characterize the neighborhood degree lists having unique labeled realizations and the
graphs that realize them.
Recall from Section 2 the definitions of the lists d, Dk, and Dk,` derived from an NDL
T = ((τ11 , . . . , τ
1
d1), . . . , (τ
n
1 , . . . , τ
n
dn)).
The following theorem draws together the main ideas from the previous two sections.
Theorem 4.1. Let T = ((τ11 , . . . , τ
1
d1
), . . . , (τn1 , . . . , τ
n
dn
)) be the NDL of a simple graph. The following are
equivalent.
1. T is uniquely realized by a graph;
2. The following conditions both hold for the list d and the lists Dk, and Dk,` for all k, ` appearing in d:
(a) for each distinct term k in d, the list Dk is the degree sequence of a unique graph;
(b) for each pair k, ` of distinct values appearing in d, the list Dk,` is the degree sequence of a unique
bipartitioned graph.
3. T has a realization that does not admit any N-switch.
Proof. We show that Condition 3 is equivalent to each of Conditions 1 and 2.
Since an N-switch changes the adjacencies of a graph but does not change the neighborhood degree list
of that graph, it is clear that Condition 1 implies Condition 3; the converse follows from Theorem 3.3.
Suppose that G is an arbitrary realization of T , and for all nonnegative integers k, let Vk denote the
vertices of G with degree k. Note that Dk is the degree sequence of G[Vk] for each k. If D
k has more than
one realization, then by Theorem 3.1 there is a 2-switch possible in G[Vk], and G thus admits an N-switch.
Similarly, note that Dk,` is the degree sequence of the bipartite subgraph of G with vertex set Vk ∪V` whose
edge set contains precisely the edges of G having an endpoint in each of Vk and V`; denote this graph by
G[Vk, V`]. If D
k,` has more than one realization, then by Theorem 3.3 there is an N-switch possible in
G[Vk], from which we see that G admits an N-switch. Hence Condition 3 implies Condition 2. Conversely,
Condition 2 implies Condition 3, since if every realization of T admits an N-switch, then we may take an
N-switch {ac, bd}⇒ {ad, bc} in any one of these realizations and find a corresponding 2-switch in G[Vk, V`],
where k = deg(a) = deg(b) and ` = deg(c) = deg(d) (or in G[Vk], if k = `), so D
k,` or Dk is not the degree
sequence of a unique bipartitioned graph or graph, respectively.
The conditions (a) and (b) in Item 2 allow us to characterize graphs that are the unique labeled realizations
of their NDLs, and the NDLs of these graphs, in terms of the lists Dk and Dk,`. Before stating the
characterization we recall a few definitions.
A threshold graph, as defined in [3, 4], is a graph G = (V,E) such that there exists a real number t (the
“threshold”) and a real-valued weighting of the vertices of G such that two vertices u and v are adjacent if
and only if the sum of their weights is at least t. The definition of a difference graph, as introduced in [13],
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also includes a threshold and a weighting of the vertices; however, here we require that (1) no vertex receive a
weight with absolute value larger than t, and (2) two vertices u and v are adjacent if and only if the absolute
value of the difference of their weights is at least t.
The classes of threshold graphs and difference graphs both have several equivalent characterizations (see
the monograph [20] for a survey and detailed bibliography). We mention a few here. Let α(pi) and β(pi)
denote the partitions defined in Section 2.
Theorem 4.2 ([3, 8, 11, 21]). Let G be a graph, and let d = (d1, . . . , dn) be the degree sequence of G in
descending order, with m(d) = max{i : di ≥ i− 1}. The following are equivalent, and each characterizes the
class of threshold graphs.
(1) The graph G is the only simple graph realization of its degree sequence;
(2) The degrees sequence d satisfies the first m(d) Erdo˝s–Gallai inequalities with equality; i.e.,
k∑
i=1
di = k(k − 1) +
n∑
i=k+1
min{k, di}
for all k{1, . . . ,m(d)};
(3) The degree sequence d satisfies α(d) = β(d).
Difference graphs have been shown to be bipartite graphs [13] and appear in many ways to be the bipartite
analogue of threshold graphs. In the next theorem, we list a few of their characterizations; the last condition,
which resembles the last condition of Theorem 4.2, requires a definition, which we give now.
The conjugate of a list pi = (pi1, . . . , pit) of nonnegative integers, denoted pi
∗, is defined by pi∗i =
|{j : pij ≥ i}| for i ∈ {1, . . . , pi1}. Graphically, the Young diagrams of pi and pi∗ are transposes of each
other.
Theorem 4.3. Let H be a bipartite graph with partite sets X and Y , and let pi = (pi1, pi2, . . . , pip) and
ρ = (ρ1, ρ2, . . . ρq) be the lists of degrees of the vertices in the respective partite sets, indexed in descending
order in each list; also assume pi1 ≤ p. The following are equivalent, and each characterizes the class of
difference graphs.
(1) The graph H is the only realization of its two degree lists as a bipartite graph with partite sets X and
Y ;
(2) The graph H∗ obtained by adding to H all possible edges between vertices in one of the partite sets is
a threshold graph;
(3) The degree lists pi and ρ satisfy
∑
i pii =
∑
i ρi and for each k ∈ {1, . . . , p− 1},
k∑
i=1
pii =
q∑
i=1
min{k, ρi}.
(4) The degree lists pi and ρ satisfy pi∗ = ρ.
Proof. For proofs of (1)–(3), see [13, 20]. We show that Condition 4 is equivalent to Condition 2.
For any H the addition of all possible edges in one partite set, say X, forces the minimum degree of X
to be at least as large as the maximum degree of Y . Denote the degree sequence of this augmented graph
H∗ as d. Furthermore, we may view the Young diagram of any such graph as in Figure 6b: the first p rows
correspond to partition X and consist of a p by p−1 block for the newly added edges followed by the original
edges between X and Y , and the remaining q rows for Y lie below.
Assume H is a difference graph and form H∗ by augmenting X. By Theorem 4.2 we have α(d) = β(d)
and for any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, p− i has been added to the first p terms of both α(d) and β(d). Thus, pi∗ = ρ.
Conversely, let pi∗ = ρ. Again, augmenting X with all possible edges, we add a p by p− 1 block to form
the Young diagram for H∗, yielding α(d) = β(d) and Condition 2.
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(a) The original difference graph.
• •
• •
• •
(b) The augmented graph.
Figure 6: The difference graph having degree lists pi = (2, 2, 1) and ρ = (3, 2), and the graph resulting from
adding the extra edges in X. Also shown are the corresponding Young diagrams. Here, boxes corresponding
to vertices in X are shown in dark gray and those corresponding to vertices in Y are shown in light gray.
We now continue with our characterization of NDL-unique graphs.
Corollary 4.4. Let T = ((τ11 , . . . , τ
1
d1
), . . . , (τn1 , . . . , τ
n
dn
)) be the NDL of a simple graph. If G is a realization
of T , then G is the unique realization of T if and only if the following conditions both hold for the list d and
the lists Dk, and Dk,` for all k, ` appearing in d:
(a) for each distinct term k in d, the subgraph G[Vk] is a threshold graph;
(b) for each pair k, ` of distinct values appearing in d, the subgraph G[Vk, V`] is a difference graph.
Proof. Conditions (a) and (b) follow from Theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.
As mentioned above, the classes of both threshold and difference graphs have several remarkable proper-
ties and characterizations beyond those mentioned in the previous two theorems. In particular, each class has
a forbidden subgraph characterization; threshold graphs are precisely those graphs containing no induced
subgraph isomorphic to 2K2, C4, or P4, and difference graphs are precisely the bipartite graphs with no
induced subgraph isomorphic to 2K2. Note that NDL-unique graphs are not closed under taking induced
subgraphs (for instance, the graph obtained by attaching a pendant vertex to a 4-cycle is NDL-unique but
contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to the non-NDL-unique C4). Thus no list of forbidden induced
subgraphs exists for a traditional forbidden subgraph characterization for NDL-unique graphs. However,
in light of Corollary 4.4, we can describe NDL-unique graphs in terms of subgraphs forbidden in certain
positions, namely, among vertices with the same degree or among the collection of vertices having one of two
given degrees (with subgraph edges having endpoints with different degrees). Similar modifications of any of
the characterizations of threshold and difference graphs may yield many different algorithms for recognizing
NDL-unique graphs.
Our last characterization of NDL-unique graphs concerns their degree sequences. Recall from Section 2
that Dk,` is a bipartitioned list of lists of the form (µ`i ;µ
k
j ) for all i in Vk and all j in V`. Let us denote this
first partition as Dk,`X and the second partition as D
k,`
Y . We may view these partitions in the original tableau
by extracting two smaller tableaux; the first is composed of those boxes from rows of length k containing a
` and the second as the boxes from rows of length ` containing a k.
Corollary 4.5. The graph G with degree sequence d is the unique realization of its neighborhood degree list
if and only if for every distinct k, ` in d, α(Dk) = β(Dk) and Dk,`X = (D
k,`
Y )
∗.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.2, Theorem 4.3, and Corollary 4.4.
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